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Name *

Collection and Banking of Tissue, Blood and Urine for Use in C Machine name: mcc_ic Edit

The human-readable name of this content type. This text will be displayed as part of the list on the Add new content page. It is recommended that this name begin with a capital

letter and contain only letters, numbers, and spaces. This name must be unique.

Description

Dr. Richard Schwab and his colleagues are collecting tissue, blood, urine and saliva samples from patients with an appointment to be seen 
at the Moores UCSD Cancer Center, whether or not they have a diagnosis of cancer. These samples will be used to perform research to 
understand more about cancer which will help in making better treatments and in finding ways to diagnose cancer earlier. Patients planned for 
surgical removal of a cancer at a UCSD Healthcare hospital may also participate in this project and can choose to give unneeded portions of 
their cancer for research use.

Describe this content type. The text will be displayed on the Add new content page.
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Choose display options for this responses content type

Options for this responses content typeOptions for this responses content type

Users submits their answers on the LimeSurvey website. Choose options about the completing form.

Choose the way to redirect the user to the LimeSurvey site, in order to fill the survey

 print a simple hypertext link

 print a form button

 automatic and immediate redirection

 open into an iframe

 open into a lightbox from the 'colorbox' module (dimensions can be set using percents or pixels)

 open into a lightbox from the 'lightbox2' module (dimensions can be set using pixels only)

In order to automatically close the frame, you should :

simply check the checkbox : Automatically overwrites the LimeSurvey end url

or manually set on your LimeSurvey admin user interface :

'End URL' to 'http://localhost/~mona/iDASH/ic-icon/backfromsurvey/mcc_ic/back' (or an equivalent relative url),

 Automatically overwrite the LimeSurvey end url into the LimeSurvey database, in order to reflect the above settings.

Or edit it manually from the LimeSurvey admin interface.

Choose the iframe/lightbox dimensions

 automatically fit to the user window

 Invisible iframe ! No vertical scrolling bar into on the iframe (beta)

 Use thoses dimensions : width 100%  px or %; height 700  px or %

Set '0' to automatically fit the frame on one dimension.

Choose expiration period for completing the survey

2 hours

Since printing the survey to its final submission

Once the form is submitted, redirect the user to

 its answer view page

 this specific page :  For example : node/458, leave it blank for the home page.

In order to allow a user to view its submission datas, you need to set the appropiate rights (Collection and Banking of Tissue, Blood and Urine for Use in Cancer
Research: View own content) on the permission setting page

 Hide the languages dropdown on the Drupal page preceding the LimeSurvey survey form page.

If the 'Locale' core module is enabled. The default language is set below.

Options for the response completing formOptions for the response completing form

Choose how the title associated to each response will be created

Prefix for the response title

Collection and Banking of Tissue, Blood and Urine for Use in Cancer Research #

Delete the value for an empty title

Suffix, to identify a single response

 An increment number

 A random number between : Minimal number 1000  and Maximal number 9999

For example : Collection and Banking of Tissue, Blood and Urine for Use in Cancer Research #1

 The responses title can not be changed

Options for the respond titleOptions for the respond title
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Save content type Reset to defaults

Submission form settings

Respond title

Publishing options

Published , Create new

revision

Display settings

Display author and date

information.

Menu settings

Default options

 Published

 Promoted to front page

 Sticky at top of lists

 Create new revision

Users with the Administer content permission will be able to override these options.

Multilingual support

 Disabled

 Enabled : for new answers, the default language will be automatically set to English.

Enable multilingual support for this content type. If enabled, a language selection field will be added to the editing form,

allowing you to select from one of the enabled languages. If disabled, new posts are saved with the default language. Existing

content will not be affected by changing this option.
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